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ABSTRACT
We present the motivation, design, implementation, and performance evaluation of a

UNIX kernel mechanism capable of establishing fast in-kernel data pathways between I/O
objects. A new system call, splice() moves data asynchronously and without user-process
intervention to and from I/O objects specified by file descriptors. Performance measurements
indicate improved I/O throughput and increased CPU availability attributable to data copying
and context switch overhead.

Introduction
Improved computer hardware has enabled the

development of complex applications with enormous
I/O demands. Providing adequate performance for
such applications poses a significant challenge to the
operating systems community, especially with the
growing popularity of multimedia applications and
systems. Although both application demands and
hardware performance have witnessed great gains in
recent years, I/O system software performance has
not received commensurate attention. Furthermore,
fundamental assumptions in the I/O system structure
may limit achievable performance by introducing
unnecessary overheads.

I/O Intensive applications are those applications
moving a large amount of data (on the order of hun-
dreds or thousands of megabytes). Many applica-
tions, especially multimedia applications, require the
movement of large volumes of data between devices
or files in a timely fashion with minimal intermedi-
ate manipulation or processing. Concepts useful for
improving I/O system performance for these applica-
tions include minimization of data movement within
memory, and separating I/O control from I/O data
transfer [Pas92].

With UNIX being the primary operating system
available for most scientific and high performance
computing platforms today, evaluation and improve-
ment of UNIX system performance when exposed to
I/O intensive workloads is important to ensure a
viable future execution environment. This study out-
lines UNIX I/O system modifications aimed at
improving the performance of such applications in
current systems. We believe the mechanisms
presented here to be generally applicable to other
systems supporting a memory-based I/O buffer inter-
face to user processes.

1This research was supported in part by grants from
DEC, IBM, NCR, NSF, TRW, and UC MICRO.

The mechanism we present focuses on improv-
ing performance for I/O intensive applications per-
forming no direct manipulation of the transferred
data. However, this does not preclude the use of
‘‘stacked’’ kernel processing modules to perform
common functions required by the applications, in a
fashion similar to Streams [Rit84]. These processing
modules may even be implemented in hardware
where appropriate; for example, compression-
decompression. Today’s workstation technology is
not capable of providing the high-bandwidth I/O
demanded by applications like HDTV-quality video
or even NTSC-quality video, when moved about
uncompressed and processed by the CPU in real
time. Regardless, the mechanism we present com-
plements the functionality provided by the read()
and write() system calls, and does not preclude
their use in programs. However, for those applica-
tions not requiring the buffering interface supported
by these calls, our mechanism can improve perfor-
mance, and make possible I/O intensive applications
using workstation technology available today.

Design Goals
Our goal in modifying the I/O system is to demon-
strate improved data throughput and increased CPU
availability in current systems, with asynchronous
operation between devices or files without adversely
affecting the standard UNIX I/O architecture and
interface. An attractive strategy for achieving these
goals is to decouple process execution from I/O data
flow by introducing a new system call based on the
following design principles:

Avoid unnecessary data copying
Provide asynchronous operation
Support concurrent I/O operations
A new system call splice() achieves these

goals with two unique features. First, the call has
no buffer interface as do the UNIX read() and
write() system calls because data is not moved to
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and from user space. Although we could have opted
for a shared-memory interface, as several others
have suggested, we wished to avoid the memory
interface entirely. Interfaces based upon a memory
abstraction require data to be moved to and from
user address space in quanta and format dictated by
the user process, with additional constraints imposed
by the local machine’s virtual memory hardware.
With splice, I/O data is beyond the reach of a pro-
cess; it may never even go through the machine’s
main memory (e.g., in systems supporting peer-to-
peer DMA). Consequently, the kernel can decide
how to best transfer data between devices, given its
knowledge of the source and destination transfer
characteristics and device interfaces.

...

int audiofile, videofile; /* digital audio/video files */
int audio_dev, video_dev; /* output dacs */

audiofile = open("movie.audio", O_RDONLY);
videofile = open("movie.video", O_RDONLY);

audio_dev = open("/dev/speaker", O_WRONLY);
video_dev = open("/dev/video_dac", O_WRONLY);

fcntl(audiofile, F_SETFL, FASYNC); /* set async operation */

/* copy the audio information; return immediately */
splice(audiofile, audio_dev, SPLICE_EOF);

/* loop, delivering one frame every timer interval */
setitimer(ITIMER_REAL, &inter_frame_time);
do {

rval = splice(videofile, video_dev, sizeof(video_frame));
pause(); /* wait for timer to go off */

/* it will reload automatically */
} while (rval > 0);

...

Figure 1: Playing back a movie

Second, the call operates asynchronously in a
fashion similar to the asynchronous I/O calls present
in several current versions of UNIX, and Windows
NT [Cus93]. A calling process may continue user-
mode execution while I/O is proceeding between
objects. The process may regain control of the
splice execution periodically by carefully adjusting
the transfer size parameter (described below), but
does not need to create threads or call specialized
‘‘async I/O’’ functions as several systems require.

An old-style telephone operator ‘‘patching
together’’ two communicating parties is an appropri-
ate analogy for the operation of splice. Splice may
also be thought of as providing the ‘‘reverse’’ capa-
bility of the original Streams IPC pseudoterminal
(PT) [Rit84] or the streams-based pipe implementa-
tion in 8th Edition UNIX [PrR85]. The PT in
Ritchie’s streams and pipes in 8th Edition provide
IPC by cross-connecting file descriptors within the

kernel. Splice, in contrast, provides the cross-
connection of devices within the kernel as specified
by the calling process.

Interface
Splice takes two UNIX file descriptors and an

integer size as arguments. The file descriptors
specify the source and sink of I/O data, respectively.
They may refer to files, character device special
files, or sockets. The size parameter specifies the
number of bytes to be moved between the source
and the sink; a special value indicates the splice
should execute until an end of file condition is
reached or the operation is interrupted by the caller.
The splice operates asynchronously if either of the
file descriptors have the FASYNC flag enabled, as
set by a call to fcntl(). A calling program can
opt to catch SIGIO to detect the completion of an
asynchronous splice.

Example
The example in Figure 1 illustrates the use of

splice in an application which plays back a digitized
movie from a file.

The above code segment illustrates the use of
splice to transfer a complete file (e.g., an audio file)
as well as a partial file (e.g., frames of a video file).
For audio, the splice moves digital audio samples
asynchronously from the audio data file to the output
DAC (D-to-A converter). The program assumes the
audio DAC driver converts and delivers audio at the
appropriate playback rate to match the recording rate
in the file. Several audio device interfaces (e.g.,
Sun’s /dev/audio) operate in this fashion. For
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video, the program assumes a video device capable
of displaying frames at a maximum rate faster than
the recording rate of the source file. That is, a full-
speed splice between the source file and the display
device would play video too quickly to match the
corresponding audio. Slowing the splice transfer
rate is achieved by ensuring the FASYNC property
is not set, and adjusting the size parameter to specify
a limited transfer quantum (e.g., the size of a single
frame for video). The calling process retains control
of the transfer rate by making splice requests at
appropriate intervals. A video ‘‘fast forward’’ or
‘‘slow motion’’ could be affected by adjusting the
interval timer value. Moreover, splice requires no
buffer handling by the user program, and provides
support for multiple simultaneous I/O operations.

Implementation
Splice is currently implemented as a system

call under Ultrix 4.2A, and has been tested on a
DecStation 5000/200 and DecStation 5000/240. The
code comprises about 3000 lines of C source code
(including comments), and increases the kernel’s
object size by about 10% (to 1.9MB).
Background

The current implementation of splice supports
file-to-file splices between files residing on local disk
storage devices, socket-to-socket splices for the UDP
transport protocol, and framebuffer-to-socket splices
for sending graphical images and video. For brevity,
this discussion outlines only the portions of the
implementation relevant to the 4.2BSD-based filesys-
tem. The splice implementation requires a buffer
cache kernel interface, and makes use of the follow-
ing buffer cache routines: bmap(), bread(),
getblk(), bawrite(), brelse(), as well as
the dynamic kernel memory allocator and callout
list. This paper assumes basic familiarity with these
functions. They are discussed in more detail in
[LMK89].
Implementation and Operational Details

Assuming an entire file is to be copied, splice
operates generally as follows. First the size of the
source file is determined from information present in
the gnode (Ultrix terminology for generic filesystem
node). A special splice descriptor is dynamically
allocated to keep state information about the data
transfer. Placing all necessary information in this
descriptor allows I/O to proceed without requiring
the availability of the calling process’ context. The
entire list of all physical block numbers comprising
the source file is determined by successive calls to
bmap(). The list of physical blocks is stored in a
dynamically allocated table in the splice descriptor.
The destination file is mapped similarly to the source
file, except a special version of bmap() is used for
improved performance which avoids delayed-writes
of freshly allocated, zero-filled blocks. At this point,

all information necessary to proceed with an asyn-
chronous data transfer has been stored in the splice
descriptor, and user-mode execution of the calling
process may be resumed.
Read-Side Operation

Data transfer between the source and destina-
tion files must be allowed to proceed without block-
ing; no guarantee can be made as to the availability
of the calling process’ context. New versions of the
kernel routines bread() and getblk(), with the
calls to biowait() removed, provide most of the
needed functionality. The physical block number is
retrieved by indexing into the table in the splice
descriptor by the logical block number on the source
file. A call to the new bread() will schedule a
read request and return immediately, instead of
blocking awaiting buffer completion in
biowait(). A handler function is installed in the
buffer preceding the call to the driver’s strategy rou-
tine by setting the B_CALL bit and b_iodone
fields in the buffer header. When a read completes,
the read handler is invoked which in turn schedules
a write by placing a reference to the write handler at
the head of the system callout list.
Write-Side Operation

The write side of splice is called via the callout
list with a locked buffer containing valid data just
acquired from the source file. The callout list is
used to decouple the I/O access periods at the source
and destination I/O devices. Lock-step behavior is
avoided by introducing the asynchrony provided by
the callout list; this improves performance by allow-
ing I/O operations at the source and destination
points to proceed simultaneously.

New fields in the buffer header structure indi-
cate the splice descriptor and logical block number
which are associated with a buffer’s data. Thus,
several buffers may be in transit simultaneously and
need not be maintained in sequential order. The log-
ical block number, retrieved from the read-side
buffer header, is used to index into the splice
descriptor to determine the destination physical
block number for the current buffer’s data. The phy-
sical block number is used to request a buffer header
using a modified version of getblk() which
avoids allocating any real memory to the buffer, but
rather only sets the b_bcount field in the new
buffer header to the requested size. The data pointer
in the new buffer header is saved and altered to
point to the same address the data pointer in the
read-side buffer does, so both buffers share a com-
mon data area. We thus avoid copying between
cache buffers. The size and flags fields in the buffer
header are also saved and updated to match the
corresponding fields in the read-side buffer header.

At this point a write handler is installed in the
header (by assigning the b_iodone in the buffer
header), and an asynchronous write is performed by
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calling bawrite(). The write handler begins exe-
cution after the asynchronous write has completed.
It retrieves a pointer to the source-side buffer for the
current logical block number from the buffer just
written and frees it by calling brelse(). It then
frees the buffer just written similarly. Finally, a
read request restarts the entire cycle.
Flow Control

Flow control for splice cannot be achieved by
causing the calling program to block; in any case,
the caller is not directly responsible for initiating
intermediate read or write requests, so causing it to
block would provide little benefit. Instead, rate-
based flow control based on the completion rate of
write requests is employed. Each splice descriptor
maintains a count of the number of pending read and
write requests. If the number of pending reads and
the number of pending writes drop below pre-
specified watermarks (currently 3 and 5, respec-
tively), the write handler will issue up to a pre-
specified number (currently 5) of additional reads.
These values must be set such that the source is not
underutilized and the destination is not
overwhelmed.

Experiments
We performed several experiments to measure

the effectiveness of splice. The goal of these experi-
ments is to demonstrate improvement in CPU availa-
bility and I/O system throughput. These improve-
ments are achieved by reducing copying and switch-
ing overheads when using splice rather than using
user-level read/write sytem calls to transfer data
between files.
Configuration

We performed all experiments on a DecStation
5000/200 equipped with 32 MB memory using a 3.2
MB buffer cache. The DecStation 5000/200 MIPS
R3000 processor is clocked at 25 Mhz and includes
a 64 KByte instruction and 64KByte write-through
data cache. Cached memory read throughput is 21
MB/s, uncached CPU read rate is 10 MB/s, and
partial-page write throughput is 20 MB/s [DEC90].

We used Digital’s RZ56 and RZ58 SCSI disks
for performance measurements. The RZ56 provides
an average rotational latency of 8.3 ms, average seek
time of 16 ms, and a to/from media peak data
transfer rate of 1.66 MB/s. The RZ58 provides an
average rotational latency of 5.6 ms, average seek
time of of under 12.5 ms, and to/from media peak
data transfer rate of 3.1-3.9 MB/s. The RZ56 pro-
vides 64 KB of read-ahead cache, and the RZ58 pro-
vides 256 KB of read-ahead cache segmented into 4
read-ahead requests [DEC92].

The performance improvement of splice is most
pronounced when applied to devices producing or
consuming data at high rates relative to the CPU
execution rate. To determine how splice would

perform when using fast devices, we also imple-
mented a RAM disk. The RAM disk is a device
driver with a character-special and block-special
device interface upon which a UNIX file system may
be created. Consequently, we were able to compare
splice’s performance when using a fast device versus
when using relatively slow devices (i.e., disks), all
of which require execution of the same file system
code. The RAM disk driver uses 16MB of statically
allocated memory from the kernel’s BSS region,
leaving a free memory pool of 5MB.
CPU Availability Test

We accomplish the goals of measuring CPU
availability and throughput by executing a CPU-
bound test program in three different environments:

IDLE: execution of the test program with no
other programs running
CP: execution of the test program concurrent
with a process executing the UNIX program
cp, copying a large regular file from a file
system located on one physical disk to a file
system on a different physical disk
SCP: identical to CP, except a splice-based
copy program scp is used rather than cp
Baseline performance indices are obtained by

executing the test program in the IDLE environment
and noting how long a fixed set of operations take to
complete. To measure changes in CPU availability,
we compare the amount of time required for the test
program to complete the same number of operations
in the CP and SCP environments. To measure
device-to-device file I/O throughput, we ensured a
read cache cold start condition by performing large
file I/Os through the buffer cache before taking
measurements. We ensured write-through behavior
for the cache in the case of writes by using only
asynchronous writes for SCP and calling fsync()
on the destination file for CP. Many of CP’s
delayed-write blocks are forced to disk in any case
because the file sizes tested are larger than the buffer
cache size.

Disk Reduction Reduction Improvement
Type Due to CP Due to SCP SCP over CP
RAM 49.3% 81.4% 65.1%
RZ58 63.6% 84.2% 32.4%
RZ56 63.8% 79.8% 25.1%

Table 1: Improvement in CPU Availability
(Copying 8 MB File)

Table 1 shows the relative performance degra-
dation of a CPU-bound process when executing con-
currently with a process copying an 8MB file using
either cp or scp (i.e., the CP or SCP environments),
with disks of various performance characteristics.
We also performed tests with significantly larger file
sizes, with results that were statistically indistin-
guishable from the 8MB representative case listed
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above. Column one lists the type of disks being
used, including the two SCSI disks described above
and the RAM disk driver (recall that the RZ56 is
slowest disk, and the RAMDISK is the fastest).
Columns two and three show the percentage reduc-
tion in execution rate experienced by our test pro-
gram in the CP and SCP environments, respectively,
as compared to the IDLE environment. Thus, a per-
centage reduction of X% means the process’s execu-
tion rate was a factor of X/100 of the "IDLE rate,"
which is the execution rate in the IDLE environ-
ment. For example, in the CP environment using
RAMDISKs, the test program executed at 49.3% of
the rate it would execute in the IDLE environment,
thus running approximately twice as long in the CP
environment. Finally, column four indicates the per-
centage improvement in execution rate when execut-
ing in a SCP environment compared to a CP
environment; an improvement in execution rate of
100% is a doubling in execution speed. This
improvement factor measures the relative number of
additional CPU cycles available to run the test pro-
gram when contending with splice-based rather than
read/write-based I/O. For example, when using
RAMDISKs, a program’s execution rate will
improve by 65.1%, effectively shortening the execu-
tion time by a factor of approximately 3/5 due to
splice-based I/O (rather than using read/write), see
Table 1.

Disk SCP Throughput CP Throughput %-Improvement
Type (MB/s) (MB/s) of SCP over CP
RAM 3.34 1.88 77.7%
RZ58 0.59 0.55 7.3%
RZ56 0.37 0.37 0.0%

Table 2: Mean Throughput Measurements (Copying 8 MB File)

When contending with cp, the test program
executes between 1/2 and 2/3 of its speed without
contention. However, when contending with scp
which uses the CPU and memory more efficiently
when doing I/O, the test program executes at 4/5 or
more of its speed without contention. Thus,
processes will experience a 25 to 65 percent
improvement in execution speed when contending
with splice-based I/O versus read/write-based I/O,
depending on the device speeds. With faster dev-
ices, splice’s effect on performance improvement
becomes more dramatic.
Throughput Tests

We now consider throughput performance of
splice-based I/O versus read/write-based I/O. Table
2 shows the achievable throughput using scp vs. cp
when copying files. For the throughput tests, we
disabled the test program used to produce Table 1,
so the figures in Table 2 represent maximum attain-
able throughput measures assuming an otherwise idle

CPU. Column one indicates the disk type, columns
two and three represent the throughputs measured for
copying an 8MB file using scp and cp, respectively.
The fourth column indicates the percentage improve-
ment in throughput of scp as compared to cp. Thus,
splice-based copying can operate at just under 1.8
times the maximum throughput of read/write-based
copying using fast devices (in this case, RAM-
DISKs). However, when using relatively slow dev-
ices such as today’s SCSI disks, the disk transfer
time dominates the overall throughput measurement
and the benefit of splice is minor.
Discussion

The performance improvements achieved by
splice result from two modifications to the I/O sub-
system:

shortening the path data must travel between
devices by eliminating the need to move data
to and from user space
bypassing context switch overhead between
the reading of the input device and writing to
the output device, leaving flow control and
timing of block transfers (within a single
splice operation) to the kernel
Except for small modifications for non-blocking

behavior, we have not made fundamental
modifications to the buffering, scheduling, or block
allocation strategies present in most UNIX systems.
We plan to investigate these areas, as well as the
performance of our SCSI device driver, with the
expectation of higher performance.

Related Work
The work described here relates to the general prob-
lems of system overhead encountered with large
throughput I/O loading. Dean and Armand [DeA92]
explore the effect of microkernel-based operating
system design on data movement performance, sug-
gesting the desirability of including device manipula-
tion code directly in user processes to avoid copying.
Similar suggestions are made by Forin et. al in
[FGB91], who suggest the mapping of device regis-
ters directly to user-level processes. Govindan and
Anderson [GoA91] describe ‘‘memory-mapped
streams’’ as a mechanism for moving continuous
media data between address spaces using shared
memory. These approaches require the interface of
I/O devices to appear as memory objects, and must
therefore be mappable to a process’ address space.
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Several architectures restrict the ability to map dev-
ices, especially to user address space. Furthermore,
we believe the data transfer size granularity should
be specified by the application, rather than being
constrained by details of the VM hardware.

In an approach similar to ours, Pasieka et. al
[PCM91] suggest the UNIX ioctl be used to pass
handles between source and destination devices,
referring to kernel-level data objects. Their scheme
decouples data movement from the application but
requires user process execution to effect a data
transfer between devices.

Conclusions
This study suggests a viable and promising

augmentation to the standard UNIX system interface
for I/O intensive applications. The experimental
results indicate a reduction in process-related over-
head which contributes to improved performance,
both in terms of throughput and CPU availability
during I/O periods. The programmer interface is
convenient for the class of applications wishing to
move data unaltered from one device or file to
another. We believe the class of I/O intensive appli-
cations to be a large one, including multimedia pro-
grams wishing to connect audio and video
‘‘streams’’ between devices and files.
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